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MALICK SUSO
BIRD GUIDE

A great place to stay for birding enthusiasts. The reserve is 
a mecca for sunbirds, migrant warblers and game birds as 
well as waders, terns and ospreys on the coast.

HOTEL FACILITIES • Open-air bar and dining area serving simple hot and 
cold breakfasts with simple table d’hôte dinner menus • Freshwater pools to  
attract wildlife • Birdwatching guides        • Ad hoc Wi-Fi in bar area   
• Bicycle hire        • Excursion to nearby Bijoul Island        • 8 rooms

ROOM FACILITIES • Double beds (twin mattresses) / twin beds 
• Mosquito nets • No fans or air-conditioning • Fridges available at a 
supplement        • No hot running water

Designed to appeal to nature lovers, this simple lodge in the heart of Tanji 
Bird Reserve really does offer extraordinary opportunities to witness The 
Gambia’s varied birdlife, with the help of expert local guides. Its elevated 
location overlooking the ocean also enables guests to enjoy a relaxed 
meal with a view after an early start, followed perhaps by a stroll along 
the deserted beach, binoculars in hand.

The eco-lodge is a community-based project run and staffed by local 
people. What’s striking is how the property feels like part of the landscape, 
with four domed lodges, each housing two simple but comfortable rooms, 
which are designed to remain cool and face out to sea. This sense of 
blending with the surroundings is mirrored in the ecological emphasis with 
some use of solar power and using local ingredients for meals, especially fish 
from the fishing village at Tanji.

The real allure of the place, though, is the wildlife, and particularly the 
birds which are here in abundance – woodland and savannah birds, 
sea birds, raptors – a must for any avid birdwatcher. Why not consider 
a twin-centre holiday with the Sine Saloum Delta in Senegal, another 
ornithological paradise? 

LOCATION: BRUFUT / TANJI
DISTANCE TO BEACH: 100M

TRANSFER TIME: 30 MINSBIRDWATCHING  |  SMALL & FRIENDLY  |  TRANQUIL

Tanji Bird Reserve Eco-Lodge

PER PERSON

3 NIGHT 
ADD ON FROM

£99
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